MORGAN BECOMING RESTLESS BECAUSE OF HIS ILEDNESS

Finance does not like to be asked about financial matters. He has not been seen in public since he was last seen in New York. A report has been made that he is resting in a hotel in New York. It is not known whether he is planning to return to his home in New York or to continue his travels.

The newspaper says that Morgan is planning to return to his home in New York. It is not known whether he is planning to return to his home in New York or to continue his travels.

GERMAN COMMANDER OF THE TERRORS HAS BEEN WOUNDED

A German commander has been wounded in the attack on the French army. The attack has been described as being the most fierce and determined in recent years. The French have suffered heavy losses, but they have managed to hold their ground.

ITALIAN CONSUL MAKING HASTE TO LEAVE TURKEY

The Italian consul is making haste to leave Turkey. He has been seen making arrangements to leave the country. It is not known whether he is planning to return to Italy or to continue his travels.

THREE PERSIANS KILLED, 12 INJURED IN EXPLOSION AT FACTORY

Three Persians were killed and twelve were injured in an explosion at a factory in Iran. The cause of the explosion is not known. It is not known whether the explosion was due to a accident, a sabotage, or a natural disaster.

EVELYN THAYNS IN NEW YORK, BUT NOT FEELING WELL

Evelyn Thayns, the famous singer, has been in New York for several days. She is not feeling well and has been seen in a hospital. It is not known whether she is planning to return to her home in New York or to continue her travels.

LEARNED INSTITUTE FOR LIGHT CHIMNEY'S BUT WIS PLEAS

The Learned Institute for Light Chimney's has been opened in New York. The institute is designed to educate the public about the importance of light chimneys and to promote the use of them in all parts of the city. It is not known whether the institute will be successful or not.

NEW INTERNATIONAL RULE OF WAR HOPE OF GERMAN KAISER

A new international rule of war has been proposed by the Kaiser of Germany. The rule is designed to prevent war and to promote peace. It is not known whether the Kaiser will be successful in getting the rule adopted or not.